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The Care Quality Commission (CQC) 
monitors, inspects and regulates health 
and social care services in England.

cQc inspection  
for Moorfields

Inspectors will be with us from 9–13 May 2016.  
The inspectors aim to answer five key questions  
about whether we are providing our patients with  
safe, effective, compassionate, high quality care  
that is well led.  
 
they do this by:
•  gathering the views of people who use services, 

including:  
– speaking to people individually and in groups 
–  using comment cards placed in GP 

surgeries or busy areas of our hospitals

 – holding public listening events 

 –  using information gathered from complaints and 
concerns raised by people who use our services

•  gathering information from staff, who are 
asked to be open and honest and to showcase 
the excellent clinical care and experience 
Moorfields strive to deliver for our patients 

•  observing care, looking at individual care 
pathways, reviewing records, inspecting 
the places where people are cared for, 
looking at documents and policies.

Inspectors will be keen that normal services 
are not disrupted during the inspection, but if 
you are visiting us during this time, you may 
be asked some questions or asked if you mind 
being observed during your appointment. 
We encourage patients to provide feedback 
on their experiences of our services. 

The CQC’s findings will provide an 
overall rating for the organisation. 

  You can find out more about hospital 
inspections at www.cqc.org.uk.

  Questions about the inspection  
can be sent to compliance@
moorfields.nhs.uk.
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Official opening  
of abu dhabi  
eye hospital 

international

NEWS

Moorfields Eye Hospital Centre in Abu 
Dhabi was officially opened in November 
by HE Sheikh Nahyan Bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan, Minister of Culture, Youth 
and Community Development. 

Also attending were UK Minister of State for 
Health, Alastair Burt, HMA British Ambassador to 
the UAE and former Moorfields chief executive, 
John Pelly. The building project was a collaboration 
between Moorfields and United Eastern Medical 
Services, a healthcare development  
and investment company. 

Now more than 7,000 individuals who previously 
went to Moorfields in Dubai for ophthalmic care 

will have access to 
surgical and non-surgical 
treatments much closer 
to home. Specialist teams 
will handle common and 
complex eye conditions 
in children and adults.

David joins Moorfields from University College 
London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, where 
he has led the development of a number of 
major strategic initiatives including two major 
hospital developments on the UCH site. 

In the meantime Moorfields is being led by 
Julian Nettel who has many years’ experience 
in NHS senior management positions. He is 
seeing the organisation through its preparation 
for inspection by the Care Quality Commission 
in May, helping to secure the site for a flagship 
new building and ensuring systems and services 
are of the highest standard at all Moorfields 
sites to meet the needs of our patients.

new faces leading the trust
Prior to John Pelly’s retirement last  
November, the appointment of  
David Probert to the post was confirmed.  
He takes over on 18 April.

New chief executive David Probert, left 
and interim chief executive Julian Nettel, right
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Two members of staff have been 
recognised by the College of 
Optometrists for their contributions to 
the specialty – Professor Roger 
Anderson, principal optometrist and 
professor of visual neuroscience at 
Moorfields and UCL Institute of 
Ophthalmology, and Lynne Speedwell, 
principal optometrist at Moorfields.

optometry awards  
for Moorfields staff 

supervised research students and published 
many academic papers on visual psychophysics 
and in vivo imaging in ocular disease.

Dan Ehrlich, head of optometry at Moorfields, 
said: “A fellowship is the college’s highest 
qualification and much of Roger’s success 
may be attributed to his caring, humble and 
engaging nature. He has created a thriving and 
productive research group at Moorfields and 
the institute, in addition to promoting research 
and further education among the staff”. 

Lynne Speedwell has been given the Giles 
Van Colle memorial award by the College of 
Optometrists for outstanding research or clinical 
case work relating to paediatric optometry. 

She has worked in the contact lens clinics 
at Moorfields since the 1970s and is one of 
the longest serving members of staff. Lynne is 
also the head of optometry at Great Ormond 
Street Hospital and co-editor of Phillips’ and 
Speedwell’s classic textbook, Contact Lenses.

 “Lynne is internationally renowned for 
her work in paediatric contact lenses; her 
expertise is matched only by her modesty 
and I am delighted that her research has 
been recognised,” says Dan Ehrlich.

The awards were presented last December 
at the college’s annual diploma ceremony.

new faces leading the trust
A fellowship is the college’s highest 
qualification and much of Roger’s 
success may be attributed to his 
caring, humble and engaging nature”.

Roger has been awarded a life fellowship for 
his contribution to vision science, mentoring 
other optometrists and the development of 
optometric teaching in the UK and Mozambique. 

He was appointed to his role at Moorfields 
and the institute in 2007, the first optometrist 
to hold such a position. He has secured 
a number of prestigious research grants, 

Professor Roger Anderson receiving his award
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It was time once again to shine a light 
on Moorfields colleagues who have done 
themselves and the organisation proud 
during the last year. The Moorfields’ 
Stars event on 8 february was a 
glittering occasion at Plaisterers’ Hall. 2015

Moorfields’
Stars

celebrating

www.moorfields.nhs.uk

This year there was a record number of nominations,  
two thirds of which came from our patients. That 
in itself is an endorsement of our care for the 
many people who use our services every day.

The awards began with recognition for members 
of staff, who not only work very hard through their 
shifts or at their desks but who also carve out time 
to pursue academic and professional qualifications 
for their own development. More than 60 people 
completed a range of courses from national 
vocational qualifications to masters’ degrees.

We thanked and congratulated a number of staff,  
including former chief executive, John Pelly, on their 
long service and wished them well in retirement.
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star of 
the year

special trustees’ award for 
innovation, research or education

It was time once again to shine a light 
on Moorfields colleagues who have done 
themselves and the organisation proud 
during the last year. The Moorfields’ 
Stars event on 8 february was a 
glittering occasion at Plaisterers’ Hall. 

Many senior staff are extremely well established 
and respected experts in their specialties and 
are recognised as such by other organisations. 

We were delighted to acknowledge 
those who received external awards, chairs, 
fellowships and even a medal in the past year. 

Throughout the year employees of the month 
are heralded in the organisation for, as Rudy 
Markham, chair of Moorfields’, explained “going 
the extra mile, being awe inspiring, fun and 
living the Moorfields Way”. All those awarded 
in 2015 were honoured as Moorfields’ Stars.
The competitive awards were the highlight of 
the evening. The room buzzed with excitement 
as the category nominees were read out. Short 
videoed endorsements were given by managers 
or team members who work closest to them. 

the medical retina team won this award. 
John Quinn, chief operating officer, commented 
on the large number of excellent nominations 
received, 81 of them from patients, and praised 
the team for supporting patients and each other. 

A presentation was made to Victoria o’Keeffe 
who has resigned as chair of the special trustees. 
Rudy Markham thanked her for her passionate 
support of Moorfields, her work to drive the 
charity forward and the scrupulous overseeing 
of its merger with Moorfields Eye Charity.

Julian Nettel, our interim chief executive, 
presented the Moorfields star of the year. He 
said: ”I’m sad that this is the only Stars, as chief 
executive, I will have the privilege to attend. I 
am moved everyday by my encounters with all 
of you and I’ve enjoyed every moment being 
chief executive with you”. Then there were 
loud cheers from the floor as he announced 
that samuel Gyimah (cover image), security 
officer at City Road, had won star of the year. 
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team of the year

thanks to the chair of special trustees

This award went 
to the Moorfields 
Ghana team 
who worked 
with University 
College London 
and Lions Club International to set up an eye 
unit in Ghana to help address the problem 
of avoidable blindness in West Africa. 

Musa sanyang, charge nurse at St Ann’s, 
won the chairman’s award for outstanding 
contribution to Moorfields for his calm, respectful 

and caring leadership. His roles include managing 
the nurse-led glaucoma service and the cataract 
clinic. Musa’s high standards of excellence make 
him extremely popular with both staff and patients.

chairman’s award for outstanding contribution  to Moorfields
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An international team of scientists,  
led by Moorfields and UCL Professors 
John Yates and Tony Moore, has 
identified 13 new genetic factors  
linked to the risk of age-related  
macular degeneration (AMD), a 
leading cause of vision loss among 
people aged 50 plus. Dr Valentina 
Cipriani from the Institute of 
Ophthalmology and the Biomedical 
Research Centre at Moorfields was  
the project’s genetics statistician.

IN RESEARCH

Genetic leads  
on eye disease

www.moorfields.nhs.uk

43,000 
  people took part in a  
study aimed at improving  
the understanding of  
AMD and the development 
of drug therapies 

the results were published in nature 
Genetics last december following a 
study of 43,000 people. the findings will 
improve the understanding of aMd and 
the development of drug therapies.

AMD is a progressive disease that destroys the 
light-sensitive cells at the back of the eye (retinal 
photoreceptors). Current treatments cannot cure 
the condition and help only some sufferers.

Professor Yates said: “Thanks to researchers 
from around the world working together, exciting 
progress has been made in our understanding 
of genetic factors in AMD. Identifying genetic 
variants that influence the risk of being affected 
by AMD helps us understand the causes of 
this serious condition and could contribute 
to the development of new treatments”.

Professor Tony Moore added: “For the first 
time the researchers involved also identified 
a variant specific to the neovascular form 
of AMD (known as ‘wet’ AMD), which may 
point to reasons why therapy for this form 
of AMD is not effective for everyone”.
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DOGTOR WAG

Visit the Eyesite pages at  

www.moorfields.nhs.uk   

designed especially for  

children and young people 

– packed with eye facts, 

games and much more!

Hello

what is squint?

Squint is a condition where the 
eyes are not straight. While one eye 
looks straight ahead, the other may 
turn inwards, outwards, upwards or 
downwards. Some squints are always 
present and others are noticeable 
only at certain times. The medical 
term for squint is strabismus.
Squints affects around one in 20–30 children. 
Squints often develop before the age of five,  
but can occur in children and adults of any age. 

Some babies develop a squint within the 
first three to six months of life, but others may 
develop it later in response to a vision problem 
such as long or shortsightedness. Doctors don’t 
know why exactly squints happen; there may  
be some genetic factors. 
 
what are the symptoms? 
The symptoms of squint include:

•  One eye looking in a different 
direction from the other

• In adults and older children, double vision
• Unusual tilt of the head
•  Poor vision in one eye (amblyopia, lazy 

eye) – caused by weaker signals from 
the squint eye to the brain, particularly 
if the condition is left untreated.

how is squint treated? 
Children should be referred to a child vision 
clinic for an assessment of their vision and 
to start treatment early, if any is needed.

Treatments include glasses, patching 
treatment, eye exercises and surgery.

If a child has amblyopia, (see panel) they may 
need to wear an eye patch or have blurring 
eye drops to their better seeing eye, to improve 
the vision in the affected eye. Amblyopia can 
be corrected up to the age of seven or eight, 
after this age, success is less common.

Surgery may be needed to improve the 
appearance of the eyes or sometimes to correct 
double vision or to help both eyes to coordinate. 
Sometimes the aim of surgery is to allow normal 
vision with the head straight rather than tilted. 

Squint surgery tightens or moves the outside 
eye muscles which are close to the front of the 
eye under the conjunctiva (the clear surface layer). 
Stitches attach the muscles in their new positions. 
The eyeball does not need to be removed. 

The procedure is done with a general anaesthetic 
and in day surgery. The eye may feel painful or itchy 
for a short time, with temporary double vision. 
Patients usually return to school or work a week 
after surgery. Full recovery may take a few weeks.

up to 

5%
of all children  
are affected  

by squint

Dogtor Wag from the Eyesite pages on our website explains eye conditions affecting children.
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our patients’ views

99.1% 96.3% 93.6%

the friends and family test (fft), running 
at Moorfields for several years, has been 
a requirement for all english hospitals 
since april 2015. it gives our patients and 
their carers the opportunity to comment 
on the care, treatment and service they 
receive by asking them whether or not 
they would recommend Moorfields to 
someone else needing similar help. 

Around 85,000 people complete the test for  
Moorfields each year. We can see where we  
are doing well, but also where there is room  
for improvement. 

The test simply measures who would recommend  
Moorfields against those who would not. the fft 
scores for the last three months of 2015 are:

recurring themes in the comments box are: 

Delays in clinics are respondents’ main concern. 
We are looking at how our clinics function and 
what we can do to make them better. More 
information on the FFT, other ways we engage with 
patients and what we have done in response to 
what they’ve told us can be found in the quality, 
safety and experience section of the website.

a £1.25 million investment 
has been made in a new 
intravitreal injection suite 
at city road. this has 
transformed the previous 
retinal therapy unit, which 
had limited windowless 
space on the lower ground 
floor, into a new larger, 
brighter self-contained 
unit on the third floor.

The new suite provides 
five dedicated assessment 
rooms, four injection rooms, 
a reception desk and toilet 
facilities. Its u-shaped design 
allows patients to move easily 
from one area to another. 
Moorfields provides 
around 23,000 
eye injections a 
year to patients 
across the trust. 

AROUND MOORFIELDS friendly,  
professional, 
caring staff 

efficiency of 
the organisation

quality of the 
treatment received

Bigger, brighter look 

23,000eye injections  provided  a year

day care outpatients clinic a&e

would recommend would recommend would recommend

would not recommend would not recommend would not recommend0.2% 1.5% 1.6%
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focus on inclusion
focus on inclusion is Moorfields’ annual publication that  
explains our commitment to the equality act and the specific  
public sector duties. equality data about our patients and  
staff is published here.

This year’s report reviews the past year and sets out our equality  
objectives for 2016 – 2020. 

In this timeframe we aim to improve the equality outcomes 
for patients, carers and visitors; for our workforce; and to 
share our leadership of inclusion across our community. 

you can download the report from our website  
www.moorfields.nhs.uk/content/inclusion-
equality-and-diversity-2016.

Praveen Patel, lead consultant for the centre, 
said: “We are delighted to have secured  
the funding to invest in this new service at  
Potters Bar.

“As patients with conditions affecting the 
retina such as AMD have to be assessed on 
a regular basis often to provide on-going 
treatment, it can be difficult for patients 
to travel into central London. With the 
specialist AMD and diabetic retinopathy 
treatments being provided locally by 
Moorfields’ consultants, patients and carers 
can access treatment on their doorstep”.

The Potters Bar centre also offers 
opportunities for patients to get involved in 
research and this is discussed during their visits. 

new injection 
service at 
potters bar
People living with severe eye conditions 
caused by retinal problems can now 
be treated closer to home thanks to 
a new service from Moorfields Eye 
Centre in Potters Bar, north of London.

The centre treats conditions which occur at  
the back of the eye including age-related macular 
degeneration (AMD), diabetic retinopathy 
and retinal blood vessel blockages. These 
conditions are treated using drugs, eye 
drops or injection treatment. The centre 
provides a medical retina and intravitreal 
injection service and a fortnightly fluorescein 
angiography service, which uses dye to 
colour the eye to allow examination by 
camera. Most patients will have been 
referred by their GP or optician.

We are delighted to have 
secured the funding to 
invest in this new service 
at Potters Bar”.

Praveen Patel,   
lead consultant for the 
centre at Potters Bar

around Moorfields  11
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st George’s macular 
patient group
a group for people with macular 
degeneration has been set up at  
st George’s hospital to give support 
and information to south london 
patients with central vision loss. 

The group is not 
for medical advice 
but offers a place 
to chat and share 
both good and 
bad experiences. 
It is also open to 
family, friends 
and carers. 

Samantha Jarvis, eye clinic liaison officer, 
says, “It can be very scary to be diagnosed 
with an eye condition and we’re here to 
help set people’s minds at rest, to fill any 
knowledge gaps and answer questions”.

Meetings will take place four times a 
year and may sometimes include guest 
speakers or equipment demonstrations.

Further information from stella back, 
Macular Society, 01306 644908.

For further information contact  
Karen.reeves@moorfields.nhs.uk.  

In our last issue we reported that Moorfields 
had been selected by NHS England as one  
of 13 new acute care “vanguard” sites. We 
are recognised as an exemplar in specialist 
provision, working in innovative ways to  
deliver local services to residents outside 
hospital. We now treat people at 33 sites  
in and around London.  

sharing our 
learning with 
the nhs

What are we trying to achieve? We want to consolidate 
our learning in delivering networked care so the NHS 
develops a clear understanding of when and how this 
new model can support acute hospitals in becoming 
clinically and financially sustainable. Our experience 
will also help the NHS consider the implications of 
extending models of networked care more widely.

In December Karen reeves, former head of business 
development, was appointed as vanguard programme 

director and she is establishing 
a core team and workstreams 
to deliver the programme. 
Karen told InFocus: “We are 
keen that Moorfields staff 
feel part of what we deliver 
nationally through the vanguard 
programme so we are offering 
staff secondment opportunities 
as the workstreams develop. 

“Stakeholder engagement is a key theme 
of the Five Year Forward View and vanguard initiative 
so there will also be internal and external workshops 
to allow staff and others to contribute their ideas and 
for us to get feedback and share the learning”. 

Moorfields  
direct
staffed by ophthalmic nurses, the 
recently relaunched Moorfields 
direct telephone advice line provides 
patients and the public with advice 
about eye-related problems and 
Moorfields’ services. the team handles 
over 100 calls a day and callers are  
referred to a multidisciplinary team 
when necessary. 

Moorfields Direct is one of many ways  
the trust provides information, support 
and reassurance to patients. The lines  
are open Monday to Friday 9am – 9pm  
and on Saturday 9am – 5pm.

We are keen that Moorfields staff feel part of what we 
deliver nationally through the vanguard programme”

www.moorfields.nhs.uk
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John Quinn
John Quinn, chief operating officer since 
November, tells us about running a 
hospital, architecture and Kylie Minogue.
 
what does your job involve? 
The chief operating officer is there to run all the 
clinical, patient-facing aspects of the hospital.

what’s the best thing about your job? 
The variety. I get to work with lots of different 
people and have the opportunity to make a 
difference, to change things for the better, 
for patient care and for staff.

what’s the worst thing about your job? 
It’s very busy and there’s lots of demands 
on my time. I think that can make it 
frustrating for others. Everyone wants 
you involved in their bit but I have to 
prioritise and select where to focus. Some 
people will get my time and some not!

what superhero power would help make 
it easier? 
Flying would be a cool thing to do and very 
convenient for getting around our 33 sites. 

what would you most like to achieve  
in the coming months? 
I would like to get a new transformation 
programme in the trust up and running 
so that there’s a proper mechanism for 
organisational change. There are lots of good 
change programmes going on but they are 
not always joined up. This will help.

what are you reading at the moment? 
Unusually for me, nothing at the moment, but next 
I want to read Harper Lee’s Go Set a Watchman. 
I’m hoping it won’t upset my expectations as I 
absolutely love To Kill A Mockingbird. My eclectic 
taste fluctuates from serious literature to fantasy. 
I also have a secret addiction to management and 
leadership books. I have a huge collection at home.

if you could invite anyone (past or present) to 
dinner which three people would you choose? 
Martin Luther King Jr – He dealt with adversity 
in such a positive way. His ‘I have a dream’ speech 
is so powerful, I well up every time I hear it.

Billy Connolly – He’s from my home town 
(Glasgow) and my aunties knew him before 
he was famous. It would great to catch 
up with such an interesting character.

Kylie Minogue – She would lighten the 
mood. She’s so glamorous (and small!)

what keeps you busy in your spare time? 
          I do triathlons so I spend a lot of time in 

training. Swimming is my strength 
but I wish I was better at the cycling 
bit – unfortunately that’s the longest 
element. I also love cooking, trying 
out dishes from all around the world 
as long as they’re vegetarian.

what animal would you be  
and why? 
A tiger. They are such majestic 

animals. When I was young I loved Rudyard 
Kipling’s tales with his romanticised view of 
India and his references to the Bengal tiger.

what is your ideal holiday destination? 
Japan. I’ve never been but I’m interested in 
all of it – the big cities and the rural parts.

what was your idea of a dream job  
when you were a child? 
I wanted to be an architect 
but I grew up in a very poor 
part of Glasgow where people 
didn’t go to university. My 
school didn’t know how 
to deal with someone 
interested in studying 
a subject like that. I got 
steered into pharmacy 
instead. I still love architecture 
and read on the subject and visit buildings a lot.

Know
GettinG to

you

infocus Spring 2016
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YOUR CHARITY

Saddle up for Moorfields

Raffle is a winner
Moorfields eye charity’s first raffle was 
a huge success. More than 6,500 people 
bought tickets, raising over £70,000.

The top prize of £5,000 went to Mrs rydqvist 
from basildon who said: “I am overwhelmed. I 
never expected this to happen, I bought the tickets 
simply because I wanted to support the hospital’s 
wonderful work”. The second prize of £750 went 
to Mrs Copland of Upminster and 10 others each 
received cheques for £125. Congratulations to all!

for information about the spring raffle draw email 
eyecharity@moorfields.nhs.uk or call 020 7566 2565.

If you’d like to cycle 100 miles 
along the classic Olympic 
road race route, then please 
join our team! We’ll be 
with you at every turn of 

the wheel to make this an 
experience to remember. 

To register, email  
ride@moorfields.nhs.uk 
or phone 020 7566 2486.

Thank you!Thank you so much to all of 
our Moorfields Eye Charity 
and Friends of Moorfields supporters who help us to make 

a difference to people’s lives. 

Moorfields eye charity 
has guaranteed places in 
ridelondon–surrey 100 
on sunday 31 July 2016.

 

You could be our first big £5,000 winner!That’s the top prize in our brand  
new Christmas Raffle. See inside
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Use these labels on your ticket stubs to save hand writing!

<Dear Mr Name>

I know you are a strong supporter of the work of Moorfields Eye  

Hospital, so I am hoping you will accept my invitation to take part  

in our Christmas Raffle – an enjoyable new way to help raise funds  

for our sight-saving research. 

Reply by Friday 20 November to be in with  a chance of winning a £25  M&S voucher

HURRY!

Moorfields Eye Charity162 City Road
London EC1V 2PD

Telephone 020 7566 2565
eyecharity@moorfields.nhs.ukwww.moorfields.nhs.uk/eyecharity

Introducing the Moorfields Eye 
Charity Christmas Raffle 2015
You could win £5,000 or one of our other 
valuable cash prizes – and help support vital,  

sight-saving research

Yes, I’d like to enter the Moorfields Eye Charity Christmas Raffle

FROM:

Please let us know how many tickets 
you have bought or sold

Please complete your payment details

Please return in the envelope provided to: Freepost RSYJ-HGEK-RGBX, Response Team, 

Moorfields Eye Charity, 126 Fairlie Road, Slough, SL1 4PY.

Tickets bought/sold at £1 each    
Any additional donations + £GRAND TOTAL    

= £

 I do not want to receive raffle tickets in the future 

 Please tick here if you would NOT like to receive an acknowledgement of your donation.

 I enclose a cheque (made payable to Moorfields Eye Charity) OR

 Please debit my Visa/MasterCard/Maestro (Delete as appropriate).  

Please do not send cash in the post.
Card No 

 
 

 
 

Expiry Date  /  Issue No  (Maestro only)

Security Code 
 (the last three digits on the reverse of your card)

Reply by Friday  20 November to be in with a  chance of winning a  £25 M&S voucher

HURRY!

Need more tickets?  Call our hotline to order: 0000 000 000

Registered Charity No: 1140679

I bought the tickets  

simply because I wanted 

to support the hospital’s  

wonderful work”.
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big birthday 
bash

In West Africa there are 
approximately 2.6m blind 
people. The World Health 
Organization estimates that 
sight loss could be treatable or 
preventable for 80% of blind 
people in developing countries. 

Moorfields worked with Lions 
Clubs International and other 
key partners in the region to 
establish the centre in Korle 
Bu Teaching Hospital where 
specialists from across West Africa 
will be trained in sub-specialist 
eye care, enabling them to work 
towards eliminating preventable 
blindness from cataract, 
glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy 
and other eye diseases.

Later this year a medical retina 
surgical training course will run in 

partnership with the 
West African College of Surgeons.

Stephen Akafo, consultant 
ophthalmologist, said: ”For 
me it’s a dream come true 
that somebody would come 
out of the blue and propose a 
solution for the problems that 
we have treating eye diseases”. 

For further information about  
fundraising for the centre contact  
elizabeth shaw on 020 7566 
2986 or email elizabeth.
shaw@moorfields.nhs.uk 

Marching  
for Moorfields

Why not have a big birthday 
bash to celebrate Moorfields 
turning 210 and HM The 
Queen’s 90th birthday? 

Moorfields’ Royal Patron  
HM The Queen is celebrating her 

patronage of over 600 organisations 
on her 90th birthday with the world’s biggest street 
party on The Mall in London. You can hold your 
own party, however you like, to raise vital funds 
for Moorfields excellent eye care and pioneering 
research, between 28 May and 30 June.

for information contact  
bigbirthdaybash@moorfields.nhs.uk or call  
020 7566 2565.

Eye to Eye takes place on Sunday  
13 March 2016, taking sponsored walkers 
past the sights of London from Moorfields 
Eye Hospital to the London Eye. 

More than 500 people took part in the first  
Eye to Eye last year, but says Nico Mameli:  
“We’re hoping lots more people take part to  
help make it a record breaking year for Moorfields. 
Money raised can be donated to specific eye  
care or research areas, or be given to the  
general fund. 

London Eye
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raising the 
standard of 
eye care in 
west africa
Moorfields has set up a stand 
alone eye centre and training 
facility in Ghana’s main 
teaching hospital in accra with 
£3.5million raised by the charity.
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Honouring our 
volunteers
Volunteers play an extremely important role in the 
life of Moorfields. The Friends of Moorfields are 
very proud to provide over 120 active volunteers, 
both at City Road and at some network sites. The 
recent Friends AGM was an opportunity to thank 
all volunteers and to award those who have been 
serving the hospital for many years.

 
brownie dene is 95 years old and has 
volunteered since 1995. Brownie is an ex-patient  
with age-related macular degeneration, 
which has left her with very poor sight. 
She sorts donations in the Mini Mart shop 
that raises funds for the hospital. 

Jayshree Vyas  
Administration at reception  
in the Richard Desmond 
Children’s Eye Centre

eileen irving and clive lee  
Information desk

Ginny salter 
Chairman of trustees, 

Virginia spence-Jones 
Vice chairman of trustees 

frances bishop  
Clinic 2 (glaucoma service)

Meg francis  
Monthly mini-marts

carol cobb  
Office administration

lady peggy Khaw  
Trustee

Marjorie pitkin  
Underground  
stations and  

hospital  
donations  

collector

15 years 10 years 5 years

20 years

For more information about volunteering contact natalia tomashpolskaya 
on 020 7251 1240 or email friends@moorfields.nhs.uk 

FRIENDS OF MOORFIELDS

www.moorfields.nhs.uk
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For more information about volunteering contact natalia tomashpolskaya 
on 020 7251 1240 or email friends@moorfields.nhs.uk 

infocus Spring 2016

Grants news

Join the friends on the thames for  
a delicious three course dinner with  
fine wine. you’ll be helping to 
raise funds for Moorfields!

tickets: £125 including a donation 
to Moorfields. Group discounts and 
sponsorship packages available. 

please contact the friends office 
020 7251 1240 for more details.

Valon multispot laser: the latest technology 
for laser treatment on the retina. By treating 
numerous ‘spots’ at the same time it is quicker, 
safer and more comfortable for patients.

tonometer: for monitoring and measuring 
the cornea in patients with keratoconus, a 
condition that can lead to serious sight loss 
by altering the shape of the cornea. This 
device enables early treatment and may 
prevent the need for a cornea transplant.

children’s counsellor for two years  
and toys for waiting areas:  
to help families with a child 
diagnosed with a life 
or sight threatening 
condition.

portable cyclodiode 
laser: used for patients 
with very high eye 
pressure, that can lead to 
permanent blindness. Its 
transportability means 
patients can now be 
treated at Moorfields’ 
sites in Northwick Park 
and Ealing Hospitals.

art and music at Moorfields: weekly 
music recitals at Moorfields City Road 
and support for three visiting exhibitions, 
focusing on art for the visually impaired.

for more information please contact 
friends@moorfields.nhs.uk , call us on 
020 7251 1240 or visit our shop opposite 
clinic 2 at Moorfields city road.

Grants from the friends 
At a recent trustees meeting Friends of Moorfields awarded 
significant grants to the hospital,thanks to generous 
donations from patients and other supporters. 

summer dining cruise 
Thursday 9 June 2016

 Save the date 
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18  Membership matters

how long have you been a governor? 
Since April 2012, representing 
south east London.

what is your connection to Moorfields? 
I’ve been privileged to have been associated 
with Moorfields and the Institute of 
Ophthalmology for over 40 years. In 1971 I was 
appointed as a Lister Research Fellow when I 
moved from the Madras Eye Infirmary in India. 
I worked under doyens of ophthalmology 
including Professors E.S. Perkins, David Cole, 
John Gloster and Mr Redmond Smith.

I have been involved in the development 
of new drugs and surgical procedures 
using lasers for glaucoma management.

what does Moorfields mean to you? 
As a young doctor, I was greatly inspired and 
influenced by ‘The History and Traditions of the 
Moorfields Eye Hospital’ by Edward Treacher-
Collins. Moorfields’ humble beginnings in 
1805 made a deep impression on me and also 
reflected the guiding principle of my father, 
who was also an ophthalmologist, that ‘service 
to the sick and poor is worship to God’. 

At Moorfields I learnt the art of detachment, 
the virtue of method, the quality of 
thoroughness and humility – all essential 
for a successful clinician and investigator.

tell us a bit about your professional 
background – how does it help your role  
as a governor? 
My professional background includes being 
a professor, senior lecturer, director of drug 
research and editor of a medical journal. I 
founded and have been president of the 
Glaucoma Society (UK & Eire) and a trustee  
of various international medical 
charities. 

My years of clinical experience and my 
current membership of committees 
provide me with the essential background 
knowledge, experience and analytical skills 
to be an efficient and effective governor.

what is the best thing about being  
a governor? 
The opportunity to represent the views, 
concerns and needs of the stakeholders 
and to ensure the delivery of high quality 
eye care under the NHS ethos, especially 
during the challenging years ahead. 

It’s been a fulfilling experience to meet 
patients and their companions and to 
listen to their experiences, views, concerns, 
suggestions and occasionally complaints.

what would you most like to achieve  
in the next 12 months? 
• A reduction in waiting times in all areas 

•  Improvement in patients’ compliance 
in long-term use of eye drops for 
various diseases such as glaucoma

•  Active involvement in the planning the 
proposed new Moorfields Eye Hospital

• Efficient running of Moorfields’ network of sites

do you have a favourite book? 
I have quite a few: The Bhagavad Gita 
(spiritual & philosophical guide), Thirukkural, 
an ancient Tamil classic written in the first 
century BC filled with 1,330 couplets about 
overcoming the challenges of daily life and 
the works of the physician Sir William Osler.

what is your dream holiday destination? 
I have a special interest in historical places 
and vivid, happy memories of visits to 

ancient temples and the Taj Mahal in India, 
Japan and Bali. I’m looking forward to 
visiting Angkor Wat in Cambodia, the 
largest temple complex in the world.

In the spotlight…
Public governor s naga subramanian



your details:
I would like to attend the annual general  
meeting on Wednesday 20 July 2016

Number of ticket(s) required:  

Your name:

Your email address (if you have one):

Your postal address:

Postcode:

Contact phone number:
 
If you have any mobility or access 
requirements, please let us know here:

 
If you have any special dietary requirements, 
please let us know here:

send this form to:
FREEPOST RTKY HZUS–TRTR
Membership team 
Moorfields Eye Hospital, 162 City Road
London EC1V 2PD

Or you can apply for tickets as follows:
•	 	Phone the membership team on  

020 7566 2460
•	 	Online: www.moorfields.nhs.uk/

membership-events
•	 	Email: foundation@moorfields.nhs.uk

You will need to include all the information 
requested above or we will not be able to  
issue you with tickets.

We will send out tickets, maps and more 
information around two weeks before  
the meeting.

Moorfields’ annual general 
meeting ticket application

infocus Spring 2016

jane colebourn has been 
elected without contest to 
the council of governors 
as a representative of 
our Bedfordshire and 
hertfordshire constituency. 
jane has served since 2004 
and is one of the longest 
standing governors in this 
constituency.  We look forward 
to her continuing work to help 
improve services for patients.

There is one other governor 
vacancy in Bedfordshire and 

Hertfordshire. Voting for this 
and other governor posts 
will close on 10 March 2016. 
results will be available 
on our website www.
moorfields.nhs.uk/content/
governors-wanted-2016. 

Governor 
elections  
results

Moorfields’ 
annual general 
meeting 
Wednesday 20 July 2016  
(1 – 4.30pm)
dear foundation trust member

We return once more to LSO St Luke’s for our 2016 annual  
general meeting on Wednesday 20 July and we offer you a  
special invitation to attend. 

We are delighted to be joined by David Probert, Moorfields’ 
new chief executive. lunch will be served at 1pm before 
formal proceedings begin at 2pm. the meeting ends at 
4.30pm. Tickets, which are always in great demand, are offered 
on a first come first served basis. Please apply using the tear-
off slip or see the details for online applications. We look 
forward to seeing many of our trust members in the summer.

ian tombleson
Director of corporate governance

special invitation
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Medal for sir peng
Professor Sir Peng Tee Khaw, director of the National  
Institute of Health Biomedical Research Centre at 
Moorfields and UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, 

adds another accolade to his already  
impressive list. 

The International Council of 
Ophthalmology has awarded him  
the prestigious Bietti medal for an  
ophthalmologist who has contributed  
most – through history, ethics and 

education – to the advancement 
of ophthalmology. 

Government  
minister visits  
Moorfields 
Minister for life sciences, George freeman, 
visited Moorfields and ucl’s institute 
of ophthalmology in december.

His tour included a visit to the retinal therapy unit to 
see an intravitreal injection for the treatment for wet age 
related macular degeneration and the National Institute for 
Health Research (NIHR) facility at Moorfields. He also talked 
to professors, surgeons and scientists behind potential 
new treatments for age-related macular degeneration 
using gene therapy. 

alumni meeting
professor donald tan, an 
eminent ophthalmologist and 
chairman of the singapore 
eye research institute, will 
be the key speaker at the 
Moorfields annual alumni 
meeting on 11 March at the royal society of Medicine. 
he is a world leader in corneal and refractive surgery. 

The one-day conference, open to all current and former 
Moorfields’ clinical staff and anyone else interested in 
ophthalmology, is an opportunity to hear about the 
latest developments in research and clinical practice.

Cover image: Samuel Gyimah, winner 
of Moorfields star of the year




